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I was having a conversation recently about the reason so many students
turn away from the church after high school, and it was suggested that
it’s because they don’t get the proper biblical worldview/foundation in
public school and only get an hour during the week at church.
It seems to me this is a big generalization since public school students
can get a strong foundation in the home and Christian school and home
school students don’t necessarily get a good foundation (or it is a skewed
perspective that actually turns them away from the church).
So I started thinking about the data that has been collected on this and
wondered when the information is gathered and compiled if it takes into
account what kind of schooling the student had – public, private Christian
or homeschool. My guess is that the data wouldn’t be significantly
different if you did divide the three groups.
Also, does it make a difference if they go to a public college or a Christian
college? I would hope that students who go to a Christian college are
more likely to continue going to church and to have a more biblical
worldview, but is that true?
Good question. Actually, studies show parents are the most influential in regard
to the beliefs of young adults. So you’re right, school really has little to do with it.
As a kid who went to public school and loved it, I’m actually quite offended by this
very unfair, very common stereotype about public school. Truth be told, public
school forced me to know what I believed and why in a way a Christian
environment couldn’t have.

You’re also right that going to a Christian college can be really helpful, but it
depends on the college/university, and it depends on the person. I know going to a
Christ-centered university where integration of faith (worldview) and learning
was important was super-helpful for me. However, if I had gone to a public
university, I know I would have been involved in a local church and a campus
ministry; studies also show that such involvement significantly lowers the risk of
faith abandonment during the college years. Community is key.
All that to say, public school, private school, home school… it doesn’t really
matter. When we grown-ups complain about the worldview issues of young adults,
we really have no one but ourselves to blame because in both the home and the
church, young people are watching how we walk the talk.
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